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We present max-inf and min-sup characterizations of finite sums of eigenvalues 
of certain operators on Hilbert space that are symmetrizable (on the left) relative 
to a given positive operator. These characterizations include results of Wielandt 
(Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 6 (1955), 106110) and Fan (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 42 
(1973), 431437). :c‘ 1992 Acadenuc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Extremum characterizations of finite sums of eigenvalues of self-adjoint, 
compact operators on Hilbert space, of the type discussed in this paper 
have a long history. For sums of length one, i.e., single eigenvalues, we 
have the Courant-Fischer theorem, as presented for example in Riesz and 
Sz.-Nagy [S]. For the sum of the n largest eigenvalues, we also note the 
maximum characterization given in Fan [2]. 
Zaanen [ 1 l] and Reid [6] have given generalizations of the above 
results for certain so-called symmetrizable operators on Hilbert space. (In 
fact, Zaanen uses special inner product spaces that are slightly more 
general than Hilbert spaces). 
Wielandt [ 10, Theorem l] states a max-min generalization of Fan’s 
result (and the Courant-Fischer theorem) for a self-adjoint operator on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space and for arbitrary finite sums of eigenvalues 
of that operator. It is this result that we extend to a certain class of 
operators on an arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert space that are sym- 
metrizable (on the left) relative to a given positive operator. If that positive 
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operator is the identity operator then our class of operators simply 
becomes all those operators that are self-adjoint and compact. 
We remark that although Wielandt [lo] states that his result is valid for 
a compact, self-adjoint operator on an arbitrary Hilbert space, it is not 
immediately clear how to formulate a complete analogue in this more 
general setting. Of course, in the special case where the finite sum consists 
of non-negative eigenvalues only, Wielandt’s theorem carries over 
unchanged to the infinite-dimensional case. When we have a sum 
containing both positive and negative eigenvalues the infinite-dimensional 
result becomes more interesting, as we see in Theorem 3.4. 
There is in fact a fundamental difference between the two cases. The 
finite-dimensional case can be reduced to the special case where the self- 
adjoint operator T has positive eigenvalues only (using a translation of T 
by a multiple of the identity). Clearly this device cannot be used if T is a 
compact and self-adjoint operator on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
In Section 2 we present the basic decomposition theorem for the class of 
symmetrisable operators on Y? under consideration. This facilitates both 
the statement and proof of the main theorem of the paper in the following 
section. 
Although the decomposition theorem is not a new result, our approach 
is a variation on that of Reid [6] that is, we believe, slightly more 
straightforward through the use of Lemma 2.2. This lemma also enables us 
to prove statement (iv) of Theorem 2.4 (the decomposition theorem), 
which is stronger than that found in the treatments of either Zaanen [ 11) 
or Reid [6]. 
We begin Section 3 with a minimum and a maximum characterization of 
finite sums of eigenvalues of any member of our class of symmetrizable 
operators on 2”. It is an important ingredient in the proof of the main 
theorem (Theorem 3.4). 
The second important ingredient is a proposition due to A. Horn con- 
cerning chains of subspaces of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. The idea 
to use it comes from Amir-Moez [ 11. 
The main theorem itself gives max-inf and min-sup characterizations of 
finite sums of eigenvalues of operators in our class of symmetrizable 
operators, which involves special chains of subspaces in the underlying 
Hilbert space. 
We complete the paper with a corollary to the main theorem that 
includes as a special case the max-min and min-max result of Fan [3, 
Theorem 21. 
Only the max-inf statement is given in Theorem 3.4. The dual statement, 
where max-inf is replaced by min-sup, is obtained from Theorem 3.4 by 
replacing the operator T by -T. An analogous comment applies to 
Corollary 3.5. 
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We introduce here the concepts and notation that we consistently use in 
the following sections. 
Let (X”, ( ., . )) be a complex, finite- or infinite-dimensional Hilbert space 
and let I be the identity operator on X. B(X) is the algebra of all 
bounded operators on 2, BS!,..,(%) is the set of all self-adjoint operators 
in B(z) and B+(X) denotes the set of all positive operators in B(z). Of 
course we have that S?+(~)E!&,,(&?). The usual operator norm on 
5?(X) is denoted by II.11 ~. V%(X) is the ideal of all compact operators 
in B(X). 
We consider a fixed HEJ~+(JY?)\(O}, and we define, 
for all f, g E 2. Note that ( ., . )” is a semi-inner product on H. Further 
define 
for each f E X. Clearly for every f E X we have that 11 f II ,, = (( H”‘f II. 
Let M be the subspace (Ker H)’ and P be the orthogonal projection 
onto M in (X, (., .)). We see that (M, (., .)H) is a non-trivial inner 
product space. 
{ ‘P,},~ is called an H-orthonormal set (resp. sequence) in X if {(Pi}, is an 
orthonormal set (resp. sequence) in (M, ( ., . )H). 
If N is a subset of A4 we denote by N’, H the orthogonal complement of 
N in (M, ( ., . )“). We remark that if V is a finite-dimensional subspace of 
M then it is easy to check that ( V1,“)‘.* = V. 
Following Zaanen [Ill, an operator A E&?(X) is called symmetrizable 
(on the left) relative to H if HA E S&.,(X). 
EEL is called an H-orthogonal projection if E is symmetrizable 
relative to H, E2 = E, and PE = E. P is itself an H-orthgonal projection. 
Note that if {qj}f=, is an H-orthonormal set in 2 then both 
E = Cy=, ( ., qj ) H ‘pj and P - E are H-orthogonal projections. 
We remark that Riddell [7] has generalized Wielandt’s theorem in a dif- 
ferent direction, to the case of an operator A in a separable Hilbert space 
X, that is self-adjoint, bounded below and has compact resolvent. 
2. A SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
The following lemma is established in Reid [6, Theorem 2.11. The result 
and its proof may also be found in Zaanen [ll, p. 4531. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let SE .68(X) be summetrizable relative to H. For every 
f E A? we have 
lImbIf WII, IlfllN. 
Define for all BEG, 
IIBII co.” =sw{IIBflI,: llfIIH=LfE~h 
and 
(1) 
rl(B)=w{I<Bf,f),l : llfllH= l>f~x). (2) 
Note that if A E g’(X) is any operator with HA E Bs,.,(H) then we may 
replace 2 by M in both definitions (1) and (2) above. Also, 
IV’AII,,,,= ll~llz,,, and v(PA I= rl(A 1. 
Further note that by Lemma 1 
IIA II m,H6 IMm < a~. 
It is a simple observation that for each Beg(X), q(B) < [IBll aj,H. When 
A is symmetrizable relative to H we can say more than this. 
The next lemma clarifies certain aspects of the results of this section, par- 
ticularly the theorem that is an analogue of the spectral decomposition 
theorem for compact self-adjoint operators, as presented by, for example, 
Schatten [9, p. 161. We note that the above described lemma seems to have 
been overlooked in the work of both Reid [6] and Zaanen [ 111. A simple 
proof of it can be constructed that follows the approach of, for example, 
Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [8, p. 2301 (for the special case where H = I). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that A E&~(X) and HAE~&JX). Then we have 
that 
v(A)= IIAIIQP 
We note that if AE@(J?), HAE~~~.,,(X), PA=A, and PEE\(O) is an 
eigenvalue of A then it is not difficult to see that p must be real and 
Ker(A - PZ) G M. 
The following existence lemma is used to establish the main result of this 
section, which is the decomposition theorem. The proof is based on the 
argument presented in Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [S, p. 2311 for the special case 
where H = I. Reid [6, Theorem 4.11 proves essentially the same result. Our 
proof, following Reid, uses the fact that if T E g(X), Tp E %?,(#) for some 
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p E N and 1# 0 is not an eigenvalue of T then (T- Up E g(Z). It is, 
however, more straightforward than Reid’s proof due to the application of 
Lemma 2.2 above. We note that in Zaanen [ 11, p. 3731 a different 
approach to the proof may be found. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf T E 99(X’), HT E S$JX’), PT = T, T # 0, and 
TP E ~~(2’) for some p E N then T has a non-zero eigenvalue p, . 
Moreover pl equals either 11 TII ni,H or - 11 TI/ a>,,,. 
Proof: Using Lemma 2.2 we can choose {f,,},, N G %’ such that 
llfnllH= 1 for each nEN and 
I(HTLfn)l -+ lITlloo,~> 
as n + co. Indeed we may assume that (fn}ne N is such that 
{(fULfn)l.. rm is itself convergent o pL1, say, where pL1 equals II T/I s,H or 
- II TII a,,~. 




d IPI’,,,- 2~,(WLfn I+ PL: 
=~P,(I*,-(HV,,>L))+~, 
Let us suppose now that pi is not an eigenvalue of T. As TP~Wm(&‘) 
for some p E N, it follows, from for example Zaanen [ 11, Theorem 9, 
p. 3371, that R= (T-p,Z)-’ is a bounded operator on 2”. 
Moreover R is symmetrisable relative to H. Indeed, 
(HR)* = R*H= R*H(T-,u,I) R 
= R*(T* -1~~1) HR 
= ((T-pLZ) R)*HR= HR. 
So, from Lemma 2.1 we have for each n E N, 
1 = ll.fnIl~= IINT-~,OfnIl/, 
G IIRII, lI(T-/~u~)f~l/, 
-0 asn-*c0. 
This is a contradiction, and so we have finished. 
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We now come to the decomposition theorem which may be found also 
in Zaanen [ll, Theorem 1 and Theorem 23 and Reid [6, Theorem 5.31. 
We remark, however, that the theorem below is both more concise and 
slightly stronger than those found in either Zaanen [ 1 l] or Reid [6]. 
Indeed, Lemma 2.2 above enables us to state in part (iv) that the decom- 
position for Tf, f~ M, not only converges in the norm I/. 11 H on M, it also 
converges uniformly in the norm II.11 H. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that TE&?(%‘) is symmetrizable relative to H, 
T=PTand TPE%w(X)forsomepEN. 
Then there exists a finite or denumerably infinite sequence {Pi}, E R\(O) 
and an H-orthonormal sequence {v~}~ indexed by the same set, with the 
following properties. 
(i) For allj, TV, = pi’pi and 
lpjl =max(I(Tf,f),l :f~ {(~k)kl$ and Ilfll~= 11. 
(ii) Ih I b lib I 2 . . . and limj CL, = 0 in the case where the index set for 
{ pj}j is denumerably infinite. 
(iii) Every non-zero eigenvalue p of T appears in (pj}j and the 
number of times ,U appears equals its geometric multiplicity. 
Proof The proof of part (i) follows inductively from Lemma 2.2 and 
Lemma 2.3 above, in an analogous manner to the proof of Reid 
[6, Theorem 5.21. 
Also part (ii) is established as in the above-mentioned theorem of Reid. 
Part (iii) is simple to show and follows in part from the maximum 
characterization of each 1~~1 in part (i). 
We next prove that property (iv) holds. If {pjLij is finite then 
T= CJ’= I pj ( ., ~p)~ ‘pi for some it E N, and so property (iv) is true. 
Suppose now that {p, }j has index set N, and set T, = 
xi”=, p, ( ., vi)” (p, for each k E N. Each H( T- T,) is self-adjoint, so that 
by Lemma 2.2, 
IIT- Tdoo.~= ,,,f ,,,, v?f,M I((T- T/c)f,f)~I. 
FixkEN,thenlixfeMwith IlfllH=l andsetg=f-C,k=i (~,v~)~(P~. 
We have that 
IIgl)~=(g,g)ff=(f,f)H- 5 I(f,cPj)H12~(f,f)H=l. 
j=l 
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So, 11 gl( H < 1, while clearly we have g E ({ (p,}f= , )‘,“. Further 
(kg),= (rf,f ),v- i ~jl(A cpjM2. 
j= 1 
It follows that 
I<(T- T,c).Lf>~l= <?‘Lf>H- i P,M (PM’ 
j= I 
= I(Tg,g),I 
G IPk+ I I. 
Thus II T - Tk 11 m,H 6 lpk+ I I for each k E N and consequently 
lim kaN IIT-Tkllco,,=O. 
The proof is complete. 
We remark that if { tjj }i E A? is any H-orthonormal sequence of eigen- 
vectors of T corresponding to (11, }i, then the characaterization of each 1~~1 
in (i) above and the property (iv) above still hold true when we replace 
each qj that appears by the corresponding tij. 
Let TEE? be such that HTE.~&~,(X), PT= T, and T”E@~(&‘) for 
some p E N. Let {pj }/ be the sequence of eigenvalues of T that is described 
in Theorem 2.4 above. Let us define for each k E N: 
(i) Ak(T) to be the kth positive term in {pLi}, if it exists; and 
(ii) APk( T) to be the kth negative term in {pi Si, if such a term exists, 
In this way we produce a family 
{n~k(T)}~=,U(i.,(T)):O=,, 
where k, and I, are in (0) u N u { + cc }. 
If (M, ( ., .)H) is finite-dimensional, of dimension n, then T has 
n - k, - 1, zero eigenvalues. We define 
A/(T)=0 for I=I,+l,...,n-k,. 
If (M, ( ., .)“) is infinite-dimensional then we distinguish two cases. 
First, if Ker T is infinite-dimensional we define ;lPk( T) = 0 for all those 
k E N with k > k. and A,(T) = 0 for all those I E N with I> I,. Second, if 
Ker T is finite, of dimension m E N u (0) say, then at least one of k. and 
& is +co. If k,<+co then 1,=+cc and we detine A._k (T)=O for 
k = k, + 1, . . . . k, + m; while if 1, < cc then k, = + co and we define A,(T) = 0 
for I=[,+ 1, . . . . 1,+m. 
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We see that the family 
consists entirely of eigenvalues of T with 
Moreover we can always choose an H-orthonormal family {(P-~}~u 
envectors of T corresponding to {Lk(T)}k u {A,(T)},, i.e., such 
The corollary to Theorem 2.4 stated below follows simply from part (iv) of 
the theorem and the definition immediately above. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that TECJ(X), HTEB~.,.(X), PT= T, and 
TP E GF?~(%) for some p E N. Then we have, for each f E 2, 
(Tf,f>,=~~~-,(T)I(f,cp-,),12+~~,(T)I(f,cp,),12, 
k I 
where {‘P-k}kU {cpl>l is any H-orthonormal family of eigenoectors of T 
corresponding to { 1, ~ k ( T) } k u { lb, ( T) ) ,. 
3. MAX-INF AND MIN-SUP CHARACTERIZATIONS 
OF FINITE SUMS OF EIGENVALUS 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that TE .%3(Z) is such that HTE 9&.. (X)), 
T=PTand TPEVm(X)forsomepEN. 
Let S = { - i, >t= i u {j,} ‘, =, be a non-empty, finite sequence of integers 
such that for each s h: ~ & T) exists, for each t S,(T) exists, and - ik < . . . < 
-i, <O<j, < ... <j,. 
Also suppose that { cp em >,,, u ((P” >,, is an H-orthonormal family of 
eigenvectors of T corresponding to {1-,(T)}, u {A,(T)},. 
(a) Define U= { U~,}~=, u {U,}:=, by 
U, = van{ VI, . . . . Cp,,} for each t = 1, . . . . 1 
and 
U-,=span{cp-,, . . . . (P-~,+~} for every s = 1, . . . . k. 
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U-, = (0) if il = 1. If we denote by a(U) the minimum of 
.g, (Tf-.>f-s>,,+ f: <Tg,,g,), 
l=I 
over all H-orthonormal sets (f-,$}f=, u (8,): =, with each f- s E U1,y and 
each g, E U,, then 
(b) Define U’={u’~}~=,u(U~}~=, by 
Ui=span{cp,, . . . . cp,,-,) for each t = 1, . . . . 1 
and 
UL,=span{cp- ,,..., cp-,,} for every s = 1, . . . . k. 
U’, = (0) if j, = 1. If we denote by /?( U’) the maximum of 
,$, <TfLf-s),+ 2 (Tg,,gt), 
r=l 
over all H-orthonormal sets {fes}~=, u {g,}i=, with each fesE U’+ and 
each g, E (Vi)‘-“, then 
Proof. (a) Suppose that (f -,~ } ,“=, u { g, }: =, is an H-orthonormal set 
with each fp,y E U?,,? and each g, E U,. 
Fix t E { 1, . . . . 1}. Then 
i I(S,> (PnM2= IIsllli= 1. 
n=l 
so, 
(Tg,,g,),= i k,(T) I<st>cP,M2 
n=l 
aAjirCT) E I<g,, (POH12 
n=l 
= E,,( T), 
from Eq. (1) above. 
(1) 
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Further let us fix SE (1, . . . . k}. We have that as (M, (., .)H) is an inner 
product space, Bessel’s inequality holds. { cp Pm } m is an orthonormal set in 
(M, (., .)H) and so we have 
for every f E M. Now, 
~~S_,~f-,~,=~~,~~~I~f-,,cp,~,l2+~~-,~~~I~f-,~cp-,~,l2~ 
n m 
from Corollary 2.5, 
using inequality (2) above and the fact that IlfPslIH= 1. 
It follows that 
.t, <Tf-s2f-s>H+ t. (Tgt3gr)H2 i A-is(T)+ f: A~,(T). C3) 
[=I ., = 1 t=1 
Equality holds in (3) when f-, = cp Pi, for each s and g, = ‘p,, for each t 
The proof of part (a) is complete. 
(b) This can be established in a manner analogous to the proof of 
part (a). The details are therefore omitted. 
We need the result below due to A. Horn. A proof can be found in 
Amir-MoCz [ 1, Section 21 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M, z ... E Mk be subspaces of an n-dimensional 
Hilbert space (V, ( ., . )), w ere h n E N, each Mj is of dimension ti, and 
1 < t, < . < tk < n. 
Let Ni 2 ... 2 Nk be another family of subspaces of V such that each N, 
is of dimension n - tj + 1. 
Then there exists a subspace Mc V with an orthonormal basis 
{u 1, .**, uk } such that each uj~ Mj and another orthonormal basis 
{ul ,..., uk > such that each uj~ N,. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let (M, (., .)M) b e an inner product space over @. Let 
~=(-is>~=,u{~,>~=, b e a non-empty, finite sequence of integers with 
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- lk < . . . < - i, < 0 <j, < . . . <j,, and suppose that the dimension of A4 is 
not less than i, +j,. 
Suppose that V= { Vs}$=, u {V,}:=, is a family of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of M such that each V, is of dimension j,, each V, is of 
dimension i,s - 1, and 
v,c ... c v,c Vi,G .‘. E v’,. 
Further suppose that X= (Jc-,~ }5= I u {X, }: =, is another family of 
finite-dimensional subspaces of A4 such that each X-,r has dimension i,,, 
each X, has dimension j, - 1, and 
x:2 . . . 2x+2x -k? ..’ ?a%-,. 
Then there exists a finite-dimensional subspace Y of M with an 
orthonormal basis {o,, ..,, uI, rPk, . . . . u _ i } such that each u, E V, and each 
0 -3 E v’-,, and another orthonormal basis {x1, . . . . x,, xPk, . . . . x ~ i } such 
that each X,E X: and each x~.~EX~,~. 
Proof To simplify the discussion in the next paragraph, if { -is }s= 1 is 
empty our convention will be that k = 0, ik = 0, Vk = {0}, and XPk = (0). 
A similar convention holds for 1, j,, V,, and X, when {j, }:= i is empty. 
If { -is }t=, is empty we set u = 0 E 2. Otherwise the span of VI u VP, 
has dimension i, + j,- 1, and so by hypothesis there exists u EM with 
u$span(V,u VP,). Let 
E=span({u}u v[u vpkux[uxpk). 
We see that E is finite dimensional and if m E N denotes the dimension of 
E then m 2 ik + j,. Set 
V’,s= V2,sn E for all s = 1, . . . . k 
and 
X;=X:nE for all t = 1, . . . . 1. 
First, we note that each VL., is a subspace of E with dimension 
m - i, + 1, each V, is a subspace of E with dimension j,, 
and 
j,< ... <j,<m-ik+l< ... <m-i,+l. 
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Second, each X-, is a subspace of E with dimension i,, each Xi is a 
subspace of E of dimension m -j, + 1, and 
Using Proposition 3.2 we see that there exists a subspace Y of E G M 
with orthonormal bases {v,, . . . . u,, uek, . . . . u ~, } and {x,, . . . . x,, xpk, . . . . x ~, } 
such that each D,E V,, each II s E v’ s c V’,s each x, E X! G X: and each 
X-,EX-,. 
The proof is complete. 
We now come to the main theorem of the paper. For the special case 
that M is finite dimensional where, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that 2 = M and H = I (so that T is self-adjoint), the result is due 
to Wielandt [lo, Theorem 11. 
Amir-Moez [ 1, Corollary 2.41 provides us with a more straight- 
forward proof of Wielandt’s result based upon that of Amir-Motz 
[ 1, Corollary 2.21 (which is identical to our Proposition 3.2 above). 
Our proof of Theorem 3.4 also uses Proposition 3.2 (via Corollary 3.3). 
We note that in the finite-dimensional case our proof varies slightly from 
that of Amir-Motz. 
We remark further that for infinite-dimensional M, where H = Z, 2 = M, 
and our necessarily self-adjoint and compact operator T is also assumed to 
be positive, the theorem below is well known. See, for example, Holub [4]. 
Reference [3, Theorem 21 also contains a special case of Theorem 3.4. 
We discuss Fan’s result in more detail shortly. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that TE g(X) is such that HTE 9$s,a, (H), 
T= PT, and TPEWm(X’) for some PE N. 
Let S= (-is}:=,u {j,}:=1 b e a non-empty, finite sequence of integers 
such that for each s ,I pi,,( T) exists, for each t, Euj,( T) exists and 
-i,< .‘. < -i, <O<j, < ... <j,. 
Let V={V~s}~=lu{V,>~=, b e a family of finite-dimensional subspaces 
of A4 such that each V, has dimension jr, each Vp,s has dimension i,s - 1, 
and 
We denote by a(V) the intimum of 
i, (TfLf-s)H+ fL (Tg,>g,), 
I=1 
over all H-orthonormal sets ( f us } t= r u {g, } : =, with each f us E V’J,” and 
each g, E V,. 
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Then each U(V) is finite and 
C A,(T)=m;xG((V). 
, t s 
Proof. First we note that by Proposition 3.1 part (a) there exists a 
family V of finite dimensional subspaces of M, as described in the 
statement of the above theorem, such that 
1 I$( T) = a( If), 
, E s 
Now, let V={V~,)~~lu{V~}~=l b e an arbitrary family of finite- 
dimensional subspaces of M with the properties described in the statement 
of the theorem. Clearly CI( V) is finite. Indeed, for each f~ M with lifll H = 1 
we have that I (rf, f>“I < II TII x,H, and so 
4 v 2 - (k + 1) II TII o,H. 
To complete the proof we show that 
1 lj ( T) 2 a( VI. (3) 
je S 
We note that (M, ( ., . )“) is a complex inner product space. So we see 
that both M and V satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.3. 
We now define X= {X,}~=, u {X,}:=, by 
and 
X-,s=span{cp-i, . . . . Cp-i,} for each s = 1, . . . . k 
X,=span{v,, -., 'pi,- I ) for each t = 1, . . . . 1. 
Clearly, X also satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 3.3. 
Consequently, there exists a subspace Y of A4 with two H-orthonormal 
bases {vi, . . . . v,, v-~, . . . . v _, } and {x, , . . . . x,, xpk, . . . . x I } such that each 
V,E V,, each V~,E V?,$““, each x,E.%‘:,~, and every x-,EX-,. 
Let F be the orthogonal projection onto Y in (M, ( ., .)H), i.e., for any 
H-orthonormal basis {vi, . . . . Y,,,} of Y,F=Ctti (.,.Y~)~.Y~. Further, 
let us define 
T=FTFI,, 
where p is a self-adjoint operator on (Y, ( ‘, . )H). Note that for each f~ Y 
(%fL,=(T.f,f),. 
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We see from Proposition 3.1, part (b) that 
jcs 
k / 
.s = I 
k 
= c (TV. srv.ms)~+ 1 <Tv,,~,)H. 
s= I ,= I 
We remark that for A4 infinite-dimensional, with H = I and 2 = A4, 
Theorem 3.4 above can be applied directly to prove the eigenvalue 
inequalities of Markus [S, Theorem 5.11, which are themselves used to 
establish an important s-number inequality for compact operators on 2 
[ 5, Theorem 5.43. 
To facilitate the statement of the following corollary we introduce some 
notation. If JE BJS.a, (2) we define 
CL g>J= (Jf, g), 
for every f, g E .%?. This extends our established notation for the case where 
JE B+(2r). 
Consider the situation where JE%?~.,(%), A ES@%), APgVm(X) for 
some PEN and JAE~Y+(X)\{O}. Let us set H= JA, M= (Ker H)l and 
let P be the orthogonal projection onto M in (SF, (., .)). Also, set T= PA. 
It is not difficult to verify that HTE JS?~.,. (2) PT = T( = TP), and 
T”E$?~(%). The corollary below is an immediate consequence of the 
preceding discussion and Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that J~99’,,,(2), AEB(X), APeem for 
some p E N and JA E G? +(X)\(O). Let M and P be as in the above 
paragraph. 
Let S= (-iS}$=lu {j[}:=, b e a non-empty, finite sequence of integers 
such that for each s 2 ~&PA) exists, for each t Aj,( PA) exists, and - i, < 
< -i, <O<j, < ... <j,. 
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Let V= { VP,}:= r u { V,}: be a family of finite-dimensional subspaces of 
M such that each V, has dimension j,, each V- s has dimension i, - 1 and 
We denote by a(V) the infimum of 
i (Af-,,Af-s),+ i (&,,Ag,), 
5=1 1=l 
over all linearly independent sets F = { fms}~= r u {g!}:=, with 
(Ax, Y)~ = 0 for all x, y E F with x #y, (Ax, x)~ = 1 for all x E F, each 
g,E V,, and each fpse VbsJA. 
Then each a(V) is finite and 
c Aj(PA) = my E(V). 
jt S 
The preceding corollary includes as a special case Fan [3, Theorem 21. 
Fan assumes also that 5’ = Z so that J is unitary. Moreover H = JA is 
assumed to be invertible. ((Ax, x) J > 0 for all x E S\{O}), so that our 
projection P coincides with Z, while M coincides with 2”. 
Second, in [3, Theorem 23 the only finite sums of eigenvalues that are 
considered are those where all the terms are non-negative, or all the terms 
are non-positive. 
We note that operators A which are symmetrizable (on the left) relative 
to a self-adjoint J and are such that JA B 0 are studied in detail in Zaanen 
[ll]. Also see Reid [6]. 
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